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life. A running board usually extends from the front to the back door areas far enough for you to
step without falling, especially for short or elderly people who love lifted trucks. The best dodge
ram running board and side steps are designed to offer a little lift to your vehicle enabling you
to easily get into your truck as well as the truck bed much easier. This upgrade adds not only
practical use of your vehicle but also aesthetic appeal. The dodge ram running boards, side
steps and nerf bars can be bought in several shapes, sizes, and materials as well as color.
There are several factors to consider when looking for the best tailgate step, as you will
discover in the next section. These steps feature a unique and sleek design that will
complement the design of your vehicle. The steps pads are made of corrugated rubber that you
can be sure will provide a comfortable slip off and secure platform to step on. The running
boards come with heavy-duty brackets that can carry a maximum weight of lbs without bowing.
The APS boards are made of aluminum with plastic parts. This means that they are durable and
corrosion-resistant and have the capabilities of holding an impressive maximum weight. You
may need to seek professional help if you cannot do all this. These are UV- resistant non- slip
pad that you can rely on to do their job sufficiently anyway. They feature easy installation; they
come with an instruction book to get you through the process fast. The driver side steps are
stamped and colored for easy installation. Related : Unique truck bed storage management
solutions. MaxiMate custom side step s fit Ram is with no doubt one of the best dodge ram side
steps that you can buy at an affordable price. This is the perfect choice for individuals who are
having difficulties finding an ideal tailgate step with premium features. This is a product that
has gone through testing, meaning that it is reliable, and you can use it with confidence. It
features UV resistance so as to extending the coating life. The product is easy to install; it
comes with a user manual that is easy to read and understand. So you know that installation
will not eat into your time. The ram bed step is designed to fit the vehicle with 4- full size. This
incredible auto product offers maximum coverage for both the driver passenger as they step in
and out of the car. You will simply enjoy using this product for a very long time to come. The
steps come with an easy to read and understand manual that also includes instructions on how
to maintain them. The ram side step is designed to fit the vehicle with 4- full size. As already
said above, Tyger Auto is one of the brands in the market that can find a balance between
quality and price. Additionally, the entire surface of the side steps is thoroughly coated with a
black powder finish to enhance its durability. The steps come with a diameter of 4 inches to
ensure that there is enough space to step on at all times. There is also a rubberized material
that makes it quite anti-slip for enhanced safety. Its installation is quite easy, and you will love
the easy to read and understand the manual. This makes the process easy and pretty straight
forward. Despite their affordable price, these steps do not compromise quality at all. These
Dodge Ram sidesteps assist come with all the necessary mounting hardware and user
instruction manual. They feature an easy bolt-on installation that does not require drilling.
These are 3 inch wide round carbon steel side steps. As you may already know from their name,
these steps are made of heavy stainless steel materials. Their construction also includes
slip-resistant plastic pads so that you have confidence that the measures will offer the needed
support at all times. The APS iBoard 6- inch wide running boards come with impressive features
that you will not find with many running boards. To start with, they feature 6 â€” inch width, this
means that you will have more than enough safe ground to step on. You will love the steps
shiny aluminum finish. The steps are constructed from aircraft-grade aluminum. It features an

easy DIY panel mounting; this is the ideal tailgate step for you if you are looking for something
that does not need drilling or cutting during installation. These steps come in a compact and
stable design. You might underestimate these steps because of their small size, but we do not
doubt that you will fall in love with their powerful punch. Their matte black finish allows for
universal compatibility. They will easily match the color of our Dodge Ram They feature raised
bumps to enhance their anti-slip design. This means that you can step on these steps with
confidence that you are safe. The VioGi running boards for Dodges running boards is designed
to ensure that you do not spend much of your precious time in installation. These running
boards feature easy installation that you will enjoy. They are ideal if you are looking for the most
efficient way to get back to the road. The steps feature an easy bolt-on design that will take less
of your time; you might not believe it. They are aesthetically appealing thanks to their mix of
both metallic and rubber design. The soft stepping pads add traction, thus making it easier for
one to get in and out of the vehicle. The traction section material is plastic, which means that
there is less wear and tear at the end of the day. You can relax and know that you are buying a
durable unit that will last you years to come. This Ram nerf bar does not offer much protection
to the underside of the step pad. This can be an ideal tailgate step for a vehicle that parks
indoors. The packages come with all the needed installation hardware, installation manual, and
the brackets. We understand that sometimes all that you may need is just a simple pad that will
easily slide over your existing vehicle design. Its design fits a variety of vehicle models of the
RAM truck. This feature makes it an all-purpose solution at all times. It also fits into several
setups because it is only compatible with composite designs in that it does not work for one,
single dimension step pad. This is an ideal option when you are looking for a simple fix that
won't take too much of your time to fix. This is a 4â€” inch width tailgate step that we know will
offer you enough stepping surface fort enhanced safety as you desire. The set up comprises of
two different rails to establish different steps for both the driver and passenger sides of the
vehicle. The passenger and driver will have a safe way to get in and out of your car. It will
seamlessly support weight up to pounds. The Oedro running board is rust and
corrosion-resistant. This is good news as it will last several years to come. This unit comes with
all the necessary set up hardware, a user manual that is easy to read and understand. They
come with several features to make them worth your hard-earned money. First, the 5- inch
construction is ideal for any application that you might want to carry out. They might have a
lower weight limit than other steps on this list, but the fact remains, you will love the
convenience that comes with it. It features stainless steel that is appealing to the eye. They
feature a rust-resistant design that will also prevent any degradation from various harsh
weather elements. These ram bed steps feature a deeply etched surface to provide you will safe
vehicle access points. They feature an air- grade aluminum construction. You will enjoy the
service it offers for a long time to come. This Dodge running board features a rocker panel
mount because mounting may be required with some models. The package also includes the
necessary mounting brackets. The Amp Research A brings convenience right to you. The
measures make it easier for you to go in a d out of your vehicle as many times as you wish.
With these steps, you do not step on the wheel or climb through the tailgate; the steps let you
quickly drop down an action when you need for that perfect reach. This is one of the most
convenient steps that you can in the stall behind your vehicle; they can be easily stowed away.
The Amp Research steps are made from durable material and install easily. Amazingly, the
steps can be fitted to a wide range of vehicles. The steps are made with glass-reinforced
composite material and a non â€” slip surface material. We love how the produces strikes a
perfect balance between design and ease of use. The steps can handle up to pounds of weight.
The steps come in a pack of two. They are to be mounted on either side; the driver and
passenger side. However, you can just install one, and it will be enough. The steps hide safely
in the undercarriage when you shut the door. The steps use an LED system that is low profile in
nature. There are several factors to look into when buying side steps for your dodge ram. With
the information below, you will be able to figure out the best tailgate step for your vehicle:. What
do you expect to get from your new set of tailgate steps? Though quite a number tailgate steps
look smaller, Ram owners have reasons as to why they install them. In most cases, some
individuals just want to make it easy to get in and out of the vehicle. On the other hand, other
people will want to use them to strengthen the underbelly of the car for some offroad
excursions or simply enhance the look of their vehicle. The main point is that there are several
types of tailgate steps. The perfect one for you will depend on the intended use. The primary
material used to construct tailgate steps is steel or aluminum. Each of the material comes with
several advantages and disadvantages. However, these are not the best choice when you want
to travel off-road. This is because their lightweight design cannot offer needed protection as
their counterparts. The steel running board is better than aluminum steps. They are rigid and

are known for their ability to handle harsh off-road conditions. The only disadvantages of steel
steps is that they are cumbersome, thus impact the fuel mileage negatively. Some dodge ram
tailgate steps are made of plastic. Plastic measures come at a pocket-friendly price. While it is
true that the best tailgate steps are designed for support, strength, and durability, they must
provide safety in all weather conditions. This means that you should look for tailgate steps with
high-quality pads. The step should also feature thick and full threads. These should be able to
keep you from sliding even in the rainy conditions. The best passing material to go for is rubber
thanks to its fantastic grip, especially when you live in a wet or humid area. The good news is
that most tailgate steps are not so stingy when it comes to the maximum weight capacity that
they offer. Most of them generously feature lbs as the maximum weight capacity. This is enough
going by the fact that most people weigh less than this. However, you can choose to go for the
reinforced steps when you feel you need something that can withstand heavy application.
Remember that the perfect tailgate step should feature a maximum width that runs the entire
length of the vehicle's wheelbase. You need to go for a tailgate step that is easy to install. This
is one factor that you have to consider, especially when you intend to install it yourself. It is
also crucial to buy tailgate steps that are compatible with the vehicle because the wrong size
will need significant modifications before it can properly fit your vehicle. The truck modification
process might not be cheap. Tailgate steps are coated using either the matte black coating or
chrome coating. The layer plays a vital role in enhancing durability. The surface simply protects
the steps from damage caused by harsh weather elements and the UV rays of the sun. In most
cases, the aluminum steps have a matte black finish while those made of steel feature a shiny
chrome finish. Several factors will affect t the cost of the tailgate step that you intend to buy.
For this reason, it is vital to be specific about what you are looking in terms of content, weight
capacity, and more. Warranty is an essential factor to consider when looking for ideal tailgate
steps. Each brand should feature a guarantee for all its products. The warranty should serve as
a trial period to let you determine if the product is worth the money or not. Some brands offer
warranties that last up to 5 years, while others look into the mileage that you can occur within a
given period. You may even decide to buy a new guarantee. However, this might not be
necessary, especially when you are looking for tailgate steps to use occasionally. Getting out of
the vehicle can be very challenging. This is the main reason as to why most people install
running boards as well tailgate steps. The accessory serves as a step pad. Jumping from the
vehicle is not the safest way to get out of the car. Running boards come in several designs to
choose from. This is one accessory that will positively impact the look of your vehicle. If you
ever thought that a running board has no aesthetic value to your vehicle, then you thought
wrong. A hardy running board can protect the road debris from getting all over the side
bodywork and paint of the value. Running boards that are wide and closer to the body of the
vehicle can help block most of the cars that can help prevent most of the debris from getting to
your Ram's bodywork. There are several step accessories such as traditional running boards;
sporty nerf bars, and simple side steps that you can use to make the process of getting out of
the vehicle much more comfortable. There is a mild difference between side steps, nerf bars and
running boars, although they play a similar role. Side steps are perfect for any individual
looking for a simple unit to step in to and out of the car. The side steps are a few inches larger
than the width of your foot. This feature makes them a short stepping option. The nerf bars were
developed to protect the undercarriage and sides of the vehicle from mud and debris that is
uplifted by the tires when off-road. They have a sporty and sleek appearance. They have
featured some space between themselves and the vehicle cab. It is for this reason that it comes
in an oval or tubular shape. They usually offer a flat non-stepping surface at the vehicle
entrance. Nerfs are available in a variety of sizes a d shapes. Most of them are made from steel
and aluminum and feature a higher maximum weight limit. The nerfs feature a rubber footing
grip that allows for the best non- slip protection. Amazingly, some of the nerf run from the front
wheels to the back wheels. This means that you will enjoy traveling around off-road without
having to worry about the scratches on the side of the panel. One downside with nerf bars is
that they do not function quite well during the cold season. They become so slippery and wet
hence not safe to the users. You can still buy them, especially if you live in a hot area. They
come as wide and flat. This means that they provide a comprehensive and uniform stepping
surface area. Besides helping you get in and out of your vehicle quickly, the boards also help
protect the factory paint of your car. All is not roses with running boards though; some of them
feature a sophisticated design that will likely alter with your vehicle's ground clearance. If you
buy the wrong type or model of running boards, be sure that you will face a hard time getting
under your car. Think of the nerf bars, side steps and running boards as ladders that you get to
use to get in and out of your truck quickly. With such convenience at your disposal, you will
have peace of mind that you are not going to break your legs. All three are also weather

resistant. We feel that each type has more to offer and comes with a share of downsides too.
They come in various designs; your choice comes down to your preferred style, your budget,
preferred design and material, and more. For most of the running boards in the market, you will
not require long hours for installation. Once installed, each member of the family, even your
pets will be able to get in and out of the vehicle quickly. The secret to proper installation lies in
the tools. In most cases, you will need wrenches, socket sets, safety glasses, and a rolling
creeper. The first step is to install a bolt pate through the factor holes in the undercarriage of
your chassis. You are most likely not required to drill extra holes. Attach the brackets in the
front. Using the hardware that comes with the steps, make sure they are tight. Move to the
center brackets and near the rear ones to finish preparing for the incoming running boards.
Install the running boards. Use the threaded position and lay them face down. Continue by
placing the steps on the brackets and begin feeding the bolts through the running boards into
the brackets. Using the finger tightness trick, you will be able to know whether your running
boards have been added appropriately. The slats step is to try out the running boards to see if
they are properly tightened down. You can always re-tighten them to ensure safety at all times.
A: Different steps feature different maximum weight carrying capacity. Most standard measures
can hold up to lbs, which is quite impressive. Some also hold a maximum weight of lbs. A: In
most cases, no. However, you might want to check out with your vehicle dealer first before
making any modifications to your vehicle. You may also choose to buy from the car
manufacturer if they have any in the market. This might be a little safer than opting for an
aftermarket one or one from a different brand. A: Steel or aluminum are the two most common
materials used to make running boards. They feature rubber grips where your feet will step on.
A good number of running boards are also powder coated. A: No. Installation is amazingly
comfortable. Each of the products we reviewed on this list comes with its installation hardware
and user manual. This makes your work much more comfortable. The best Dodge ram running
boards will help you get in and out of the vehicle quickly, protect your truck's exterior paint, and
add aesthetic value to your vehicle. Now that you have had a chance to go through the reviews,
you can confidently purchase one for your vehicle. Therefore buying them is one of the best
decisions you will ever make about your vehicle safety. Best pickup truck tailgate ladder:
Review and Buying Guide. Username or Email Address. Remember Me. Trending News. Best
Car Battery Maintainer. How to Clean and Maintain a Tonneau Cover 9 min read. Blog Post.
Table of Contents. Here are the best 4 tailgate steps for Dodge Ram TAC Side Steps. MaxMate
Custom Fit. Prime Status. More Info. Buy on Amazon. Best Budget Product. Best For Off-Road
Product. See More Details on Amazon. Powdering its coat is necessary when you want to
maintain the original coating. Tac Side Steps. See Current Prices on Amazon. Pros They are
extremely lightweight The feature a straightforward installation They have an excellent design
that is appealing to the eye. Cons You may require an expert for proper installation. MaxiMate
Steel Side Steps. Click for Current Prices. Pros Extremely easy to install Features an easy to
read and understand user manual They feature a stable design They are priced on the lower
side. All mounting hardware and DIY instruction included. Step bars are made of 4inch wide
heavy duty triangle mild steel tubing in black Powder-Coating for rust-resistant with UV
resistant non-slip wide step pads while providing extra protection to your vehicle. Easy Bolt-On
installation. DIY instruction included in the package. The steps come with a 5- year warranty for
all defects that might occur while using them. Fits: Dodge Ram Quad Cab. Buy On Amazon.
Fits: Ram To start with, they feature 6 â€” inch width, this means that you will have more than
enough safe ground to step on. Additionally, they are coated with black powder to prevent
rusting and corrosion. OxGord Aluminium Side Steps. They feature an impressive weight
capacity of lbs. Oxgord Aluminium Side Steps Constructed from lightweight, sturdy, solid cast
aluminum. The matte black finish works well with any color, make and model of truck or RV.
Raised bumps non-slip design give your feet a stable plant as you go in and out of your vehicle.
Viogi Running Boards. See Current Pricing. Mopar Side Steps. The pad is simply a simple
solution to your needs. OeDro Running Boards. See Current Price on Amazon. Mifeier 5 Inch
Nerf Bars. The installation process is quite easy when you have the right tools for the job.
Aluminum tailgate steps are lightweight and do not impact the gas mileage negatively. The main
downside is that they are more susceptible to dents and dings. Sidestep Material. Weight
Capacity. The length of the wheelbase should help you determine the type of tailgate step to
buying. You have a choice of going for a shorter one if that is what you desire; there is no harm.
Ease of Installation. You will be able to note the difference between aluminum and steel when it
comes to the finish. Either way, we feel it is up to you to consider the type of warranty you want.
Benefits of installing running boards for your Pickup Truck. Several advantages come with
installing running boards. Step Assistance. The step is very vital children, elderly or sick vehicle
occupants. Some come in a subtle design that is meant to accentuate your vehicle's paintwork.

Protects Side Bodywork. Running Boards, Nerf Bars, and Side steps; what is the difference?
There is no doubt that trucks are versatile vehicles. Here is the difference between these three
stepping accessories. Side Steps. The beauty of it all is that the side steps do not change the
look of your vehicle. Nerf Bars. Nerfs offer extra protection against rock chips and other debris
on the road today. Running Boards. The running boards run the length of your vehicle. The
running boards do not feature any gap between themselves and the vehicle. This makes them
one of the safest choice of stepping outside the car. Running boards are ideal for shorter
passengers. This is more so when you have a lifted truck. Running boards offer a more
extensive surface area hence act like a door mat that you can be used to wipe your boots before
you get into the vehicle. A good number of running boards are made of plastic and fiberglass,
which are long-la
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sting materials. The materials are also appealing to the eye. Another issue that you are likely to
experience with running boards is that they get dirty fast. This simply means several trips to
your car wash, which will be costly in the end. At the end of the day, what matters is that you
get in and out of your vehicle safely. Frequently Asked Questions. We have answered some of
the frequently asked questions about the running boards. Q: How much weight can running
boards hold? Q: Will installing running boards void my vehicle warranty A: In most cases, no.
Q: What are running boards made from? Q: What width is best for me? A: This will all depend
on you. We recommend at least 3 -inches on the smaller side. This does not mean that you shy
away from the 6- inch wide one. Parting Shot. With such benefits, you can't afford to ignore to
buy running boards for your vehicle. Tags Dodge tailgate step tailgate steps truck tailgate
assists. Related posts. Login Register. Registration is closed.

